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HR professionals shape 
personal accountability for 

belonging by helping 
employees shift from 

being passive agents to 
active participants in 
organisation actions.

Prof. Dave Ulrich
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Introduction
Business Results Group, in conjunction with Prof. Dave 
Ulrich’s RBL Consultancy, brings you the HR skills 
Academy. The Academy centres around eight, one or 
two day workshops, which have been designed 
exclusively for HR professionals looking to build their 
own set of skills, while at the same time adding a new 
level of HR value to the organisation. 

Workshops are typically run on-site and benefit from the 
localisation of case studies and materials to ensure the 
workshop’s relevance and alignment with the HR 
strategy and organisational objectives of the company. 
Public workshops are offered on demand.

HR Academy workshops can be approached as         
one complete programme incorporating all eight 
workshops, or a bespoke course can be created using 
certain workshops. 

HR Academy Workshops
1. Building HR Competency

2. How HR Creates Value

3. HR Metrics and Analytics

4. Talent and Engagement

5. Organisational Diagnosis and Design

6. Business Partner Consulting Skills

7. Change Management

8. Coaching for Results

Global Partner

RBL is the consulting firm of Prof. Dave 
Ulrich. This global professional services 
firm is committed to creating value 
through Leadership and Talent, Strategic 
HR as well as Strategy and Organisation. 

RBL’s decision to partner with Business 
Results Group was anchored in Business 
Results Group’s involvement as the 
African Partner for the Human Resources 
Capability Study (HRCS), an international 
research project designed to highlight and 
build HR Capability for the future. 

In the seventh round of the HRCS, the 
study endeavoured to answer two 
questions: How do HR professionals 
deliver value, and how do HR departments 
deliver value? The results were derived 
from collecting over 30,000 surveys (of 
which Business Results Group contributed 
10%) and rating the competencies and 
performance of more than 4,000 HR 
professionals from over 1,500 
organisational units around the world. The 
data collected from Round 7 yielded the 
largest and most comprehensive sample 
in history.

BRG is proud to participate in this ongoing 
study, of which more information is 
available in this full report.

Business Results Group is the exclusive 
African partner to Prof. Dave Ulrich’s 

RBL consultancy group. 
OVERVIEW OF THE HUMAN 
RESOURCE COMPETENCY MODEL

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8RAALZAzQGDV1ZXVUlpY2NKUHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BdjdgySzxE&list=PL8fZOI_bcsqmNssXBF9hqWejFlrc_QLfy&index=1
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Workshop Overview
HR competencies are the critical baseline skills for 
effective HR professionals. Companies who invest in 
helping HR professionals contribute more effectively are 
more successful in meeting stakeholder expectations. 
One way to do that is through a 180 or 360 feedback 
assessment and workshop.

For 30 years, the Human Resource Competency Study 
(HRCS) has been the global standard for what 
knowledge and skills are necessary for successful HR 
professionals and their organisations. 

The Building HR Competency workshop helps HR 
professionals understand these key competencies, 
benchmark their own performance, and create a 
development plan. 

Workshop Objectives
• Understand how HR is changing to have a greater 

impact on business results  
• Understand the competencies and behaviors 

required for effective HR professionals  
• Assess personal strengths and weaknesses in each 

HR competency area  
• Identify which competencies are most relevant for 

current job requirements and future career goals  
• Create a structured change action plan to better 

deliver the required business results 

Workshop Outline

Customisable - 1 Day Workshop

What makes a great HR professional?
• How can HR create value for the 

business?
• Dimensions of HR demands
• HRCS findings
• Nine competency domains
• Becoming an HR competencies expert

What are my strengths and weaknesses?
• Strengths and weaknesses that matter
• Understanding feedback
• Overview of individual reports
• Strengths analysis matrix
• Tying competencies to results
• Identifying improvement actions

How will I change?
• Fixed and growth mindset 
• Elements of sustainable change: 

START ME
• Development brainstorm

Conclusion: Becoming a more effective 
HR professional
• Review

Effective HR professionals recognise, 
accept, and act on a new normal in 

business. These shifts are not cyclical 
events that will return to a former 

state—they are a new normal grounded 
on enormous disruptive and 

evolutionary changes.

Prof. Dave Ulrich

HOLD OFF THROWING 
DIRT ON TOP OF HR

`

https://rbl.net/blog/post/hold-off-throwing-dirt-on-top-of-hr
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Workshop Overview
Strategic HR means creating value for stakeholders 
outside of HR. HR’s place at the table depends on its 
ability to use business acumen and an outside-in 
perspective to identify the organizational capabilities the 
organization has or needs. These organizational 
capabilities enable the strategy and create intangible 
value. HR professionals create value by prioritizing and 
focusing on building those capabilities.

HR’s strategic contribution comes from its ability to help 
the business build capabilities that differentiate and 
create competitive advantage in the market. 

This workshop expands HR’s stakeholder perspective to 
include external stakeholders (customers, investors, 
etc.) and gives participants a way to connect HR 
practices and processes with the overall business 
strategy.

Workshop Objectives
• Develop an outside-in value-creation mindset
• Build participants’ ability to understand finance 

fundamentals
• Increase awareness of the business’ current 

performance in the market and trends that could 
impact future performance

• Translate the business’ strategic direction into a set 
of prioritised and integrated organisational 
capabilities required for successful implementation of 
the strategy

• Prioritise and integrate HR practices in order to build 
the required capabilities 

• Identify critical capability metrics to drive change and 
measure performance

Workshop Outline

5 ORGANISATION 
MISALIGNMENTS THAT ARE
HURTING YOUR BUSINESS

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction to HR strategic partnering and 
how HR creates value
• Executive Speaker
• Waves of HR
• HR Competency Study (HRCS)
• Stakeholders
• Corner Bakery Case
• HRSP programme overview
• Agenda and introductions
• Value defined by receiver exercise 
• Stakeholder discussion

Develop a Value-Creation Mindset
• Language of the business
• Awareness of business performance 
• Review financial documents
• Anticipate emerging trends

Create Strategic Positioning
• Assignment from the CEO
• Capabilities tied to culture
• Secret sauce
• Advantage capabilities 
• Business focus matrix
• Identify advantage capability and impact
• Differentiating capabilities: Case examples
• Identify differentiating capability and impact
• Integrating capabilities: Case examples
• Identify integrating capability and impact

Deliver organisational capabilities that 
create stakeholder value
• Tying capabilities to behaviours 
• HR practices
• Case study
• HR practices brainstorm
• Deliver capabilities action plan

Build capability through metrics
• Right and wrong metrics: Answers to 

questions  
• Examples  
• Metrics audit  
• Metrics lead to action 

Conclusion
• Action plan

https://rbl.net/blog/post/5-organization-misalignments-that-are-hurting-your-business
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Workshop Overview
Measuring is easy; figuring out what to measure is much 
harder. Strategic HR professionals must have the 
financial and business acumen to understand business 
performance. They must then use that understanding to 
identify what to measure and analyze the results to 
make adjustments that improve overall business 
performance.

In this workshop, participants learn how to identify   
what matters to business performance and strategy 
implementation. Using that framework, they identify 
questions where certain answers could change current 
HR practices and create a measurement strategy.

Workshop Objectives
• Understand finance fundamentals
• Increase awareness of the business’s current 

performance in the market and trends that could 
impact future performance

• Connect business strategy to organisational 
capabilities and HR practices

• Create measurement strategies
• Analyse data to identify required actions

Workshop Outline

ANALYTICS ON HR ANALYTICS:
WHAT REALLY WORKS

The ability of an organisation to have a 
shared purpose and the ability for 

employees to be productive are critical 
capabilities for most organisations today.

Prof. Dave Ulrich

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction
• Introduction to Human Resource Service 

Provider (HRSP)
• Data trends
• Why data matters
• Silver bullet solutions

Build business fluency
• Financial language
• Financial statements
• Financial quiz
• Principles of profitability
• Business simulation and shareholder 

presentations
• HR’s influence on finance

Know your business
• Scavenger hunt assignment

Understand what’s important to analyze and 
measure
• Assignment from the CEO
• Capabilities tied to culture: Secret sauce
• Advantage capabilities  
• Business focus matrix  
• Identify advantage capability and impact  
• Differentiating capabilities: Case examples  
• Identify differentiating capability and impact 
• Integrating capabilities: Case examples and 

video   
• Identify integrating capability and impact 

HR metrics: Measure what matters
• Metrics audit: Review existing metrics  
• Case examples  
• Link measures to practices and capabilities  
• Metrics lead to action

HR analytics: Find meaningful patterns
• Analytics to drive results  
• Analysis model: Question, hypothesis, 

experiment  
• Walking through the model 
• Group application  
• Apply the model to the organisation 

Conclusion
• Change plan

https://rbl.net/blog/post/analytics-on-hr-analytics-what-really-works
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Workshop Overview
One of HR’s primary responsibilities is to facilitate the 
attraction, engagement, development, and positioning 
of talent to meet strategic objectives and enable 
business performance. Countless studies have shown 
that engaged talent produces measurably better 
business results. The challenge comes in knowing how 
best to do this given the diverse nature and 
requirements of today’s workforces.

In this workshop, participants learn to take a strategic 
perspective on talent.  An engaging simulation helps 
them experience first-hand the managers’ experience 
and the importance of talent in day-to-day execution 
and longer-term strategy execution.

Strategies for building engagement, helping employees 
move through critical career transitions, and attracting 
and developing the right talent helps participants 
operationalise HR’s talent deliverables.

Workshop Objectives
• Understand first-hand how talent strategy is 

connected to business results
• Create a talent portfolio that meets the strategic 

needs of the business
• Learn strategies for helping employees move through 

career transitions successfully
• Identify the organisation’s employee brand and how 

well HR systems reinforce that proposition 
• Take a strategic approach to succession planning 

and talent development and understand levers that 
can be used to build better engagement throughout 
the organisation

Workshop Outline

TALENT MANAGER:
ENGAGE TODAY’S TALENT

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction
• Expectations
• Executive line leader speaker
• Bringing out the best in our talent
• Talent formula: The three Cs

Find the right talent
• Obtaining talent: Six Bs strategies
• A, B and C players
• Current and future talent portfolio

Expand Business Contribution 
• Career development stages
• Case study
• Identifying progression barriers
• Transition helps and hinders

Talent Simulation

Ensure a steady talent supply
• Direction of growth
• Strategic work
• Case studies
• Internal talent trends
• Succession planning
• Measuring performance and potential
• Nine box and application
• Development tools
• Development best

Attract the right talent
• Career orientations questionnaire
• Employee brand
• Company examples: Matching activity

Engage all talent
• Engagement research
• Principles of engagement: VOI2C2E 

Conclusion
• Identify improvement plan
• Speed feedback
• Elements of sustainable change: 

START ME 
• Workshop review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVd3tr3RHyY
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Workshop Overview
While many organisations will still retain centralised    
HR groups with expertise in organisational design, being 
able to diagnose and solve problems that arise from 
how the organisation is designed is an important part of 
the HR professional’s toolkit. Helping business leaders 
understand when direction changes require 
organisational changes or when chronic problems are 
not an individual or group performance issue but can be 
resolved through examining systems can help improve 
performance and results more quickly.

The design methodology as taught in these workshops 
builds on RBL’s unique framing of organisational 
capabilities and how to make them real in organisations.

Designed to help HR professionals develop a systemic 
understanding of organisations, the workshop includes 
the opportunity for participants to understand the 
structure of their organisation and how it runs. In 
subgroups, participants will learn to see the ‘little things’ 
that are often invisible to managers but prove to be 
major barriers to improvements. Our approach involves 
an extensive number of tools to give participants the 
best learning environment possible.

Workshop Objectives
• Increase diagnostic skills to understand better how 

the organisation operates
• Systemically strategise business challenges in the 

organisation
• Develop greater confidence that the focus areas of 

change in the organisation will make a real difference 
to business results

• Increase confidence in using high-performance 
diagnosis and design tools

Workshop Outline

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction
• Why diagnosis?

Diagnosis
• Diagnosis and Alignment model
• Diagnosis assessment
• Problem solving
• Systems approach
• Assessing and questioning
• Process of design
• British Dubai Telecom case study

Design 
• Identifying the team
• Identifying rules and communication
• Identifying customized process
• Interview summaries
• Organisation information
• Data gathering and implications

Future State Design: Strategy
• Market context
• Strategy: Business model and capabilities
• Business unit strategy: focus of growth 

and capabilities
• Competitor analysis

Future State Design: Macro Design
• Process
• Types of work
• Advantage capabilities
• Macro processes
• Competitive advantage
• Support systems
• Structure: Macro structures
• Key roles and leadership
• Support systems and linking mechanisms
• Culture capabilities

Conclusion
• Transition planning

HR professionals play three roles:  
Storyteller, Strategy interpreter and 

Strategic facilitator.

Prof. Dave Ulrich
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Workshop Overview
Strategic HR professionals perform their best work as 
partners to the business, particularly in addressing the 
challenges facing its systems, culture, and the people in 
it. With the right perspective and tools, HR professionals 
can overcome the pull towards being just “an extra pair 
of hands.” As business partners, they influence, initiate, 
and facilitate processes that solve pressing problems 
and help their business deliver results.

This workshop focuses on the three critical components 
of being a successful business partner: 
● Combining the consulting skills of facilitator, 

integrator, and people expert
● Managing stakeholders through influence 
● Helping workflow through organizational design. 

Through video cases, practical applications, and 
skill-building exercises, participants will improve their 
ability to help business leaders solve the problems that 
get in the way of delivering results.

Participants can bring, or identify early in the course, a 
consulting project they are currently involved in. As they
progress through the course concepts, participants 
apply the tools and principles discussed to that project.
This process improves both individual learning and 
project execution.

Workshop Objectives
• Understand the key skills of being a business 

partner: facilitator, integrator, and expert  
• Learn influencing and apply tools for understanding 

and managing stakeholders  
• Identify strategies and tactics for dealing with 

resistance that could affect project success  
• Build skills in scoping, diagnosing, and contracting 

projects with business leaders  
• Design organisations (including divisions and project 

teams) that will lead to successful project outcomes  
• Integrate change management principles to enable 

project completion and business impact 

Workshop Outline

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
A STRATEGIC POSITIONER

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction
• Introduction to the HR Strategic 

Partnering program  
• Y Activity/Simulation  
• Four keys to Connected Consulting 

Managing the Problem: Diagnosis  
• Getting to the root of the issue 

Managing yourself
• Networking  
• Power  
• Influence  
• Persuasion  
• Audience 
    - MENTOR
• Speaking up  
• The Pitch  
• Resistance  
• Effects  
• Courage 

Managing the Work
• Scoping  
• Defining your role 
• Contracting 
• Teams
• Change

Conclusion
• Action planning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYeJgQ5bb68
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Workshop Overview
HR professionals must assist business leaders to think 
strategically about the pace and progress of changes 
required in the organisation. An understanding of 
technical and practical change management principles 
is essential in assisting organisations to change in 
response to external demands; to create higher 
intangible market value; to implement strategies; to plan 
for the future, and create excitement among employees.

In this one or two-day workshop, participants learn to 
apply a comprehensive framework (originally developed 
by RBL co-founder Prof Dave Ulrich to support GE’s 
change initiatives) and use practical tools to build their 
skills and improve existing change efforts. The 
workshop is organised around seven principles of 
change management: leading change, creating a felt 
need, defining direction, engaging stakeholders, making 
decisions, institutionalising, and monitoring and 
learning. It helps participants know how to turn ‘what 
we know’ into ‘what we do’ and make change a pattern 
and not an event.

Workshop Outline

Work is about more than productivity…
people still want to find meaning in their work, 

and in the institutions that employ them.

Prof. Dave Ulrich

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction
• Executive speaker
• Know-do gap
• Levels of change
• Pilot’s checklist

Leading change
• Committed sponsor
• Committed and high-performing team

Creating a felt need
• Know the why for change
• Understand external trends and 

strategic demands
• Frame the need for change in a 

compelling way

Defining direction
• Anticipating resistance
• Define change at a behavioural level

Engaging stakeholders
• Define stakeholders
• Understand resistance
• Create an engagement strategy

Making Decisions
• Enable action
• Drive results

Institutionalising
• Align organisational systems
• Organisational viruses

Monitoring and Learning
• Measure what matters
• Learn and adapt

Conclusion
• Change champion self-assessment
• Elements of sustainable change: 

START ME 

Workshop Objectives
• Launch and manage the team needed to lead change  
• Create a felt need to build the case for change and how 

it adds value  
• Identify a clear sense of the intended outcome of the 

initiative to create a defined direction  
• Engage stakeholders to get buy-in from everyone 

required to deliver the initiative and overcome 
resistance  

• Make clear decisions to make progress on the initiative  
• Institutionalise the initiative by embedding it into 

technology, HR, and financial systems and processes  
• Monitor and learn by tracking the success of the 

change and adapt based on results
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Workshop Overview
As trusted advisors to business, HR professionals      
are often called on to coach leaders, their direct reports, 
high potentials, and other individuals. The impact of 
coaching for ongoing development, career progression, 
engagement, as well as positive and sustainable 
performance, is compelling. Increasing individual 
coaching effectiveness within HR provides significant 
value to the organisation.

This workshop focuses heavily on providing time and 
tools for participants to practice coaching in real-life 
scenarios, including giving feedback to business 
leaders, participating in high-stakes interventions, 
performance coaching, and possibly career 
development conversations. Using RBL’s Coaching for 
Results model, participants improve their coaching skills 
and become more effective in one-on-one coaching 
settings. 

Coaching for Results also helps participants build the 
core skills of effective coaches: listening, building trust, 
curiosity and questioning, and managing self. 

Workshop Objectives
• Use the REAP Coaching for Results model to 

structure effective coaching conversations
• Practice personal listening skills and become more 

aware of existing barriers to listening
• Understand how to build trust to improve 

coaching success
• Improve personal ability to use curiosity and 

questioning to create better coaching conversations
• Understand how to manage ‘self’ to enhance 

ownership and problem-solving by the 
coaching client

• Improve skills in coaching for feedback, career 
development and/or performance management

• Build capability to manage the coaching process

Workshop Outline

4 COMMON COACHING PITFALLS 
AND HOW TO AVOID THEM

Customisable - 1 or 2 Day Workshop

Introduction
• Executive speaker
• Coaching point-of-view
• Coaching definition and coachable 

moments
• Coaching to create peak performance
• Talent formula

Coaching performance for results
• REAP coaching model
• Coaching dos and don'ts
• Time utilisation formula
• Coaching practice

Essential skills for successful coaching
• Coaching skills self-assessment
• Listening: Levels of listening and listening 

practice
• Trust: Trust equation and Improvement 

opportunities
• Curiosity: Questioning and REAP
• Managing self

Feedback coaching
• Feedback style assessment
• Threat response
• Feedback with REAP

Career development coaching
• Common language
• Teppo Cantor case
• Perceived performance
• Career development stages
• Career transitions
• Career conversations with REAP

Managing your coaching session
• Before, during, after
• Accountability
• After action review
• Common mistakes
• Coaching journal
• High-stakes coaching

Conclusion
• Identify improvement plan 
• Speed feedback
• Elements of sustainable change: 

START ME 
• Workshop review

https://rbl.net/blog/post/4-common-coaching-pitfalls-and-how-to-avoid-them
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Business Results Group is the exclusive African partner to 
Prof. Dave Ulrich’s RBL consultancy group. 

For more information contact info@brg.co.za.


